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ABSTRIi9iT
In recent years a .number of institutions hair& offered

the doctofal degree,through nontraditional, externailarograms. The
hate of PlOrida has produced a disproportionate nuiliberof'such
graduate programs, including Heed University (Hollvlood),.Nova
University (Fort Lauderdale), and Valden'University.(Naples). This
paper discusses only the Walden University program. It answers the

question whether the/open admisOions'policy of Walden has resulted in
a high.success raterulefined as, the awarding of a doctoral degree,

for the 449 doctoral candidateS'enrolling in the 1971, 1972, and '1973

Walden summer sessions.. The analysis presupposes th4Vif an open
admissions institution has a graduation rate' approaching 100 percent,
it eithit must be suspect 'or,markedly superior to the average,
graduate school. Additionally,,a4ailable data is examined to.
ascertain whether.the quantity or qual4ty of previous Academic work
is related to completion of the Wa\ldien crograii. The answer to this 'w

question has obvious implications for admissions policy and for
decisionmaking by prospective doctdral candidates considering the
institution." To the extent that other open-admissions level
institutions are similar, the implications may have'i wider'
applicability. (Author/P1)
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Introduction

In recent years a number of institutions haye offered.

A the doctoral degree through ncin-traditional, "extlirnal"

.graduate programs. Perhaps the most salient example is the

UniOn Graduate School of the Union for Zxpierimanting Colleges

and thilversities, Ye.low Springs, Ohio,. The state, of Florida

has produced a disproportionate number of such graduate

programs, including Heed UniverSity (Hollywood), Nova Uni-

Varsity (Fort -Lauderdale), and Wal.denithiversiti.(Naples).

This paper shall discuss only theWalden University:
.

program. It will answer the question whether-the "open.

admissions" policy of Walden; has resultedina high success

rate,, defined as the awarding of 4 doctoral degree, for tip,

449 doctoral candidates enrolling in the 1971, 1972, and-
,;

1973 Walden summer session-s. The analysis presupposesat if
.

an open-admission? institution has a graduation rate approaching

100 per cent, 1.t must be either-suspect or markedly superior

to, the average graduate school.

Addtionally, available data will be examined to 'ascertain

Whether the quay City or quality of previous academic work is

related to completion of the Walden program. ' The answer.to this
0

question has obvidus implications for admissions policy and

for decision-making by prospective doctoral candidates con-

. pidering the institution. To ,the extent that other .open-admis,-

sions :doctoral-level institution,s,are similarp-the implications

may havea wider appliCability.
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We believe it important to ask of Walden, and siinilar"
s

Pt

institutions, who are youi students, what is your program;

and how productive is 147 This paper shall attempt to anger

.these questions, while.focuss.ing on the issue of open-admis-
.

Awls at the Ph.D. level.

The Demand `for an "External" Docturate

Since opening doors in 1971, Walden University,

Institute for Advanced Studies in Education,' has enrolled

616 doctoral candidat'es Hundreds more potential students

applied for admission, were accepted, but did not enroll for -a.

'variety of -masons, including-the institution's limited abilit

to absorb 'students. Many thousands of inquiries and requests

for cataloga. were made over the same period.

The demand for what is essentially an: external dooto' ate
A

program is almost astonishing. 'Of course the instctution

uses mass mailings and advertisements in national magazines 'to

generate interest in its program. And ,the demand for the

doctorate in this degree-oriented society, especially in the
public education system, is enormous. What is perhaps Bur,"

prising is that so much of this demand should be directed to
a

a young, unaccredited, proprietary institution 19cated
t

,small, rel atively isolated city 'of Naple s,

President Bernard 1,. Turner has often commented upon his

good fortune in discovering' Harold Hodgkinsonl a piece titled
.

"Walden U.: A Working Paper" at the time he was thtriking of

. startiiig the institution. That paper was "an attempt
S.

'develop a new conception, of a college in which process and

4
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individUality predom inate, and structure and system are seen

as. means. to
2

individualistic lads." While Walden_ yntliprpity

bears' scant resemblance to the utopian (mad unlikely) college

envisioned by Hodgkin the emphasis,Vpon'process,.tlex:.
$

nility, and respect or individual:diffe7-:,4cAs is apparent.

-It could be argued that Walden's "pull" ts less significant

than the "push" of traditional doctoral ams, Most Walden

students are, unenthusiastic about the traditional progr in.
the contemporary multiversity, and In this respect they have

thousands of sympathizers. For example, more then one-fifth.of

the,gritduate.students at the UniVersity of WIsconstn in the

a
mid-1960' s:were discontented with their graddite education.

They complained about depersonAlitition, the grading system,

the Ph.D. "stretch-out," the quality of teaching, and'lack of

concern for their interests, needs, and even for their intel-

lectual life.' Other major universitiei contained higher pro-

portions of academically discontented students. Heinel

exhaustive study showed that one..fifth to one-third of the

doctoral Students at .ten of the `most' prestigious Alerican,
,

universities in the late 19601s would not select,,the

Instituti4if they were to start their graduate studies

again.

Many of the students who enroll in Walden are likewise

dtssatisfied iith the traditional doctoral program,' e+kiich they

/had experienced for an average of about two and one.'half years.

Some had ,reached the point .where it was clear they would never

be.able to finfah the doctoral program, and were, forced to seek .

a nontraditional institution.

5,
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, In addition, howeveo,' virtually all candidates were employed,,

often in well -paid sitiona, and simply would not accept the

salary loss a leave of- 'absence Would require In order to'meet

the residency relluirdmenl of most universities. Waldenls one-

oonth residency requirement thus became extremely attractive?

The felt need for a doctorate, the push of mmltiverqity

graduate school-Wand the pull of a minimal rdsidency requirement
r

combine to generate substantial demand for the Walden program.

Admissions a

Walden operates on an openadnissions basis. In prattical

terms, this means that an applicant ptiesenting transcriptS

showing completion of at least fprip.six semester hours of

graduate work, and two letters bf recommendationvand having

a vocation and dissertation topic appropriate, to "the Walden

philosophy," will be matriculated. 5 HemaOhen'enroll for

tae. summer program if he submits the required tuition before

all vacancies-are.f4ied.

Of the 413 applications for 1074, six were rejected,

.112 were,receiveft too late to be considered 'fpr admission

that year and were transferred t4 1975,.295 were matriculated,

of which 167 were enrolled. Of the" enrollees, fourteen

yequested"credit for life experience" its they fell short of

the forty -six semester hour requirement; thirteen or these

petitions were approved. Six additional enrollees were

required to Make up course work deficiencies ranging from two

to six semester hours.
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The ideal-,type Walden student in 1974 is a 41 year old

male public school .administrator or cbllete faculty member. 7
. , .

He has earned a masters' degree and has cpmpleted but sixty- -

. 4. .

flue seMester hours of post-baccalaure4e study. q

Autobiographical statements, hoWever, show a considerable
,

diversity and (duality of,eAperience brought to. Walden by these

.-
,
students.1' They have .received _.many kinds of distinction,fh'onolls

.
, y"

-and recognition 'in academic end- in their profewdons.. Service

is common on a. wide variety of civJ(c, charitable, educatibnal,

and'political.commit`tees, very of in leadership roles.

Sonia are consultants, others are actively engaged on the state,

level in penal .reform and efforts to redude alcotolivm and

other forks of drug addiction, and delinquency, and ''to Improve ,

.

krealth care, nutrition, and education.

From thirty-seven states and Puerto Rico 'and the'District

of Columbia these students came to Waden,to increase their

expertise, to improve their status; and as one put it, "to

increase my clout."

The Walden Doctoral Program

The students attending.Walden.in 1974 found a four week,

ten semester hoUr package of large' and stall group instruction

and individual advisiRg. Morning presentations, followed by

discussion section's, usually consisted of,a faculty oral essay

on one of the themes fbund in the thought-provoking texts

I (1

4

which all students. were expected to read. Texts were Daniel

Bell's Coming of Po Rent Dubos's

A god Within, John ISenneth Galbraith's Economics and the Public
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Purpose, Robert Ornstein's The Psycliolegy.of Coffsciousness,

mad Daniel qiillahan's,yhe:Tyrar. of Survival.
,

1 Research methods were the aubject cpf afternoon lectures.

Small group'and individual.dissertation 'advising consumed the

remainder of each afternoon.

Student work was graded on a satisfactory/unsatisfactory

basis by facUlty advisors, without.the'uOe of exasliAtiows4 or

1.

papers. A cotpleted and.fairiydetailed dissertation proposal
4

a

-serv.ed as a surrogate examination. 4

The summer, session faculiy.was led by Professor Franklin.

_Patterson of,the University oV Massachusetts, and included

Dr. Lillian Bauder (U. of Detroit), Dr. Alan Luskin (Clark

U.), Dr.' Alex Haggts.111. of Detroit), Dr. Ronald Jackson

(Massachusetts Advihry Council on Education),tr. John i

4

.Mahoney (The Williat Patersbn College !of New Jersey), Dr.

Donald McNasso(Claremont Graduate e School), Dr.. Ro1bert Pitcher

(BaldwinWallace College), Dr. Pauline Vaillancourt (SUNY...

Albany), Dr. Harold Hodgkinson (U. California-Berk-0100x

Dr. Fletcher Watson (Harvard U.), Dr. Joseph Carol (Super..

'intendent ofyilyi Neck, New York, Public Schools), Dr. Bob

Blancett (a District SuperIntenqin California), and Dr. James

'Cook (Albion Coilege).

Upon completion of. the month in residency and approval. of.

issetltation Prdposalp.thls student leaves .Warlden. to begin two

seteaters.of independent research at home. A tAculty-Ovisor,

selected by-,the student, may be a Walden summer session facility

member- or almost any person }abiding the doctorate 'and appropri.

ate' expertise who is approved by the institution! The doe-

I

torate is awarded when the dissertslon is app v d by the
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advitor, two rsadera appointed by the University, and a

University official. No written'or oral examination is required

.igat anytime fpom.matriculation through graduation.

Tipiequitlity'.af the Walden doctoral program, the perfor..

. mance of students while en route to .the degreeli'ald the

excellence of accepted dissert4tions. are not issues in this

paper. .

these should be' thoroughly examined at some time, And

presumably Will be before the institution is accredited:,

We do not have sufficient information to 'miss judgment on these

aspects
.

of the WFIlden.experiment,,aad.can only report, that

the seriousness of purpose, the 'enthusiasm, and rie dialgence° of

the 1974 students and faculty were most impressive. 'the. quality
v.

and breadth of experience of the faculty and most of the students

were also a 1 ,
ent to thls observer.

.7.-..,i7 . f
r .

Open Admissions and Prilductivity
,

; .

What we can inVastigite'is the success rate of Walden

students. What fraction 'completes ars acceptable dissertation

ti

within one year? How many eventulply complete the process?"

.Table 'l sho,w&the,percentage of each'entirtng cohort
,,

which' graduated in succebeive years.

Three observations are suggested by thesa ddta. First,

the chances of a Walden student obtaining the doctorate decrease

markedly after the first year. Second, the percentage grad

eating in one 'year has been declining over the period 1972

to 1974. Third,_ the institution clearly is not a "diploma

mill."

0

9
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Table 1

Percentage of Students Graduating by Yclars
J.

Year ot. Summer Session Class of:
Graduation i971 1972 1973.,

........ -.---,--
. .

w

, 197g , ..49.3

.
1973" 8.5 4Q.5

1974 4.1 9:8 30.2

Non,..Graduates 39.2 49.7 89.8

Total 101% 100% 100%
N (144j (153) (15/2)'

If the' entering cohorts are!apPl.oximately e4ual,in average

quitlity, as we believe, it May be that the University standards

for acceptable dissertations areebecoming more rigorous and
.

'thus the percentage graduating within a year (or tore) is

decreasing. If this hypothels is true, one might question

the wisdom of. an open admis.siona policy in terms of the

reputation- and productivity of the institution, and `in terms of

fairness to the marginal- student.

But is' it the case that prima facie marginal students

fare :less well _in the Walden env ronment than those who appear

to be better prepared academically? We have some data which,

can be used to (anewqr this question, by comparing students

from the class entering in 1973 who did and who did not

graduate in one year. This -dichotomy would appear reasonable

since the data in Table 1 dhow a rather small likelihood of

graduation for, those who do not finish .in one .year. If it

turns out that the non - graduates appeal; to be less well-prepared

.1
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academictE.11y than,tha 8raduatesOt maybe that admissions

standards ,should be raised. An external doctorate prOgram,

''after all, placcs'emphasi's..on' the ability of theindividuai to

complete disaerittion itasporch and writing indepindentlys.and

thUS must .attract highly capable and self;.reliapt candidaes

to'a greater degree, 'p taps' than the 'traditional doctoral

program.

A number of factors potentially affecting the completion

of the dissertation canriot be controlled in this study. Among

these are the quantity and quality of faculty advising, the

type and difficulty of the researat'undertdkon,the efficiency

of Widen dissertation.reading and approval processe , the
. , V

candidate's motivation, access to r esdurces, unencumbered
'

tune, .etc. Clearly thesa factors m ay account ,for most of
\

the variation in success rate's.. We nave no .reason to believe

./
that our subsamp;es should differ in these' respects, and will .

accept the peterts,paribup assumption, realizing h6ever that
;

a definitive study should attempt to analyze 'these variables.

In order to examine the hypothesis that academic preparation
,

prior tp arfrolling in Walden 'is related to completion of the

doctorate, a sample of graduates was comparedwith a sample'
0

of non-qpaduates'from the cohort entering Walden in 1973.* 'haat

year was chosen because it would be most, fait to the young

'institution, to study its Most recent candidates, after Walden

had some time ,to work out the kinks in its program. Of the

152,students.inthis group, thirty per cent had ,completedv

acceptable dissertations by July )11 1C74,: while ,seventy per

-cent were not eligible for gracluaton at that time. A sample
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, of fifteen 'vas selectea randomly from each of those groups.

The fbfteenFraduates wereJthenpompard with the fiftet.n

I .4

./

non-graduates p terms of the demographic characteristics and

academic background variables for which data were available.
.

Data which could be found on applicatiqp forms included

sex, ago, occupation, and quantity of graduate .work completed.
.

Undergraduate and graduate grade averagda, were ealculated

from the transcripts supplied by
0

notcalculate grade averages for

the applicants. Waldeh does

its appli &ants. Geades enter

into the, selection process only insofar as graduate grades of

iess\than "C," are not counped in the total of forty-six credits
1

of graduate work reqUired For admission. ;In the 1973'caeiort,

thirteen students were admitted with dekl%iancies or by sue

cessful petition for credit for life expertent4)

While W. ofthe populE4ion.was,female, '6.4,of the'.

graduate sample and 26.7,% of the non - graduate. sample were.

fetale. Indiyfduals employed as educitora constituted 69-.3/0

'of the population; 66.7% of the ndh.-graduates were'educatore,

while 8647% of., the noniegraduates'were educators. The median

age of the population was 4'4.

was 45 for the graduates and 46

Median age for the subsamples

for he,non-graduates.

While we have not assessed the Oteraption batween these

variables and tho.ae to be discussed belows and hence cannot

make a firm statement about-their joint effects, tt would
. ,

appear that the "ideal type" graduate would have a::somewhat
,-

Iiigher likelihood of being male and a non-edueator. than the

"ideal type" non.k.OadUate.
r

be about equal.

In terms of age, the types would.
*

12
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Since Walden normally requires. PrIrty.-ix semester hours

of graduate work prior to admission, we thought it. 6vould be .

interesting. to :sea if there" was Any relationship between

qualAity.of work completed andraduation from Walden. Table .

displays these data:' :All credits were transformed dito semesiT
-

ter .houi,pequivalents,
k--

Table 2

Prior Gradiatb Work and'Graduition frota. Walden
'

0 "1

Graduate Credits
P for to,Entrt. Graduates Non-Graduates Total

f.

. .

0-15 , .. 20.0 . 6.7 13.3

I .,.,.65 .

, 4. 46.7 '26.7 ' 36.7'
. , r "5

4 ,

66#
.

_
33.3 66.7, 50.0

100% 100% 100%
(15) (15) (30)

x2= 3.484; df=,2; .100cpc.250; AA= 033

e relatiship betwein quarktity. of previous course work andA.
graduation'from.Mtgen is significante;tthe .250 1

e .

0

pre4iction4 of graduation from number of,previ , graduate

"--itq,zseditas informatipn about .latter reduces the piAability

,s

of error by 34% on'swerage. 'Unfortunately our 'sample size

1.. In

shou3.d have been approximately twice 'as large in order to

Properly use tkie x2 test f6r association. If we had used

N 60 instead.of 30, and found the sale proportions as,

-Table-2 di-Boluses,: x4wOuld haae .been twice as large, and the .

"relationship would haae been signifiaant at the-Oklevele

Our obtained results .only euggest that timbre may be an intrera
J'0°' 13
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relstran:ship between the quantity of previous graduate work and
. . .

..graduation.from Walden. *It this is'so, current admissions

policy may-be mt:atakene

Finally we come to the analysis of th4 quality of previous

work of Wean students. Do the graddates possess academic
1

'backgrounds superior to the non-graduates?

It is admitted that trade point averages are at best

rough indicators of intelligence, ability, and adequacy, of

preparation for doctoral work*. HoweVer, they are the only

prOxy for these characteristics that we have, as Millen does

no testing in its' program and does not ask its. applicants to

submit scores trciM:any test such as the. GAE or the Miller

Analogies.Test* And indeed Walden, in 'keeping with its open

sidMissions philosophy, does not even look at transcripts

except as records of the quantity of wqrk completed. Our

calculations of graduate and undergraduate grade point averages,

all transformed to a scale whale Am4, 13-1138'etc*,-provide the

data for the following two table*. Grading intervals were

estliblidhed'in advance of exkination of the' data, as were

intervals used in all tables; ,the cutwoffs chosen were somewhat

arkityary,based upon an educated guess-of appropaate levelv*

int als*



Table 3

Quality `,of Undergraduate Work andGraduation from Walden*

Undergraduate Glade
Point Average

.
,3.2-4.0 23.0 0 11.1

Graduatei Non-Graduates Total
44.

2.6-3.19 .30.7

..5. 2.59 46.1

Total .,99.8%
,

i
N .(13) .

x2= 4.605; df= 2; p = .100; XA =4308,

21.4 25.i.
78.5 62;9.

99.9% 99,9%
(14) (27)

The relationship b,etween quality of undergraduate work,

as measured by grade point,averageo, and graduation from

Walden is significant at the .100 level. In predictionfi of

graduation from undergraduate grade point average, information

about the latter. reduces the probability of error by 31%

on average. The slme consi derations. 'regarding sample size

as were discussed above also apply here. Our obta#0.4 resu1ts

suggest that 'there is a direct relationship between. quality of

undergraduate work -and success at_. Walden.

G.P.A.T s could not be caldulated for three individuals
because of missing transcripts or unusual. grading systems.
Hence the N of 2? Instead of 30..

_ (.insert after table)

4
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Table -'4 ts,

1!\

Quality of Graduate Work and GradUation from Waldrin

,Graduate Grade

WALIAlms Graduates /Non-Graduates Total
,

e

G

,

. . 3.6-4.0 40.0 '1,34. 26.7

'- Z02-3.59 40.0 40.0 40.0
41

il.c... 3.19 20.0 46.7 : i33.3

Total 100% 100% 100%
X (15) (15) (30)

3.690; df =2; .100.4.pic..250; 1.A 7.:267

The relationship between quality of graduate work and

graduation from Walden is significant at the .250 level.

In predictions of graduation from graduate grade point average,

information about the latter reduces the probability of error

by 27% on average. Again, the discussion of sample size

following Table_2 applies here. Our obtained results suggest

that there is,a direct relationship between quality of,preliious

graduate work and success at Walden.

It seems that marginal students, as would be expected, are

less likely to gradUate from Walden than those having more

impressive und;rgraduate and graduate adademioirecoris. The

University might with to consider employing so'me measure of

aptitude or achievement in its selection proc"eas, so as to

.increass its productivityand to avoid encouraging applicants

whose probability of successfully completing i dissertation is

remote.

16
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Conclusion

114 have-trie3 to present a fair and Objective.discussion

of one institution engaged in the awarding of external doc-
e

toral.degrees. Tscussants of this type of institution

generally lave very strong feelings in support of or in oppose-

ition to this practice. Ignoring for the moment some of the

,.issues which have been debated vigorously elseWher4 and Attemlating

to minimize. our own feelings, we have focussed on the question

of .what academic factors appear to be related to the success

rates (ie, graduation) of the doctoral candidates.

Our data show that open admissions does not imply equal

chances of.success. If the institution chooses to maximize,

productivity, open admissions will have to be discarded. 'If,

on the other hand, it chooses to maximize apPortunity to work

for a doctorate, which it is now doing, then prospective

3 4

students should at least be aware that a high percentage of

them will probably not achieve their goal.

.fl 17
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NOTES

1. For an extended discussion of Nova Walden'and the now-

`defunct Laurence University, see Richard B. Mgrland, "The

External Doctorate in Education: Blessing ,or Blasphemy ? ",

Phi Delta Kappan, November 1973, 163.-168., t

4

2.. Harald L.Hodgkinson, Walden MIA Working Paper

Soundings, Spring (?) 19691 pp. 172-185.

3. Robert H.,Grahami Graduate Student DI.scontentmeraePaliticar
. .

"ttiisin° and-AcademicRef
'2

VstiSCOnSi.966-3.9700 Ph.D. dissertation, University,of Wis-
.

\consin,

'4. Ann M. Heiss, Doctoral Education in Pzesti ious Universities

Berkeley: ,thiversity of California, Center for Research and

Development in Higher Education, March 1970, Vol. III Ables,'172.

5. Although the Admissioqs Officer processes all applications,
P

final decisions regarding admissipn and enrollment are made

by the Assistant to the President, Mrs. Bernard Turner, in

consultation with thi President, Mr. Turner. For insight intik,

the "Walden philosophy,".see thee catalog, seriatim.

6.' Applicants with less than 40 semester hours of graduate

work may be admitted on the basis 'of a petition for credit for

life eiperience, which must be approved by the Walden Board of

Advisors. .Applicants having deficienciels of 1 to 6 credits

may be admitted on condition,that-the. deficiency is removed

by non-Walden course work prior to graduation.

7. In their professional roles, 56% are primarilladminis-

trators2, while 44% are teachers. In terms of employment

.sectors, /37% are working in hrgheraucation, 46% Itrers-Srking
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e.

;n primary or secondary educlqion, and 17% are working in the

gavernment and' public service, religious programs, priVate
.

industry, and ,tiles armed forces.
-

8. That Walden would weloomi,such an examination-is made clear

in. "Open is Open, for Heaven's Sake," Phi Delta Ewan, Feb-

ruary 1974, 1:1..r61. written by 'Dr: John Mahone*, then, bean or

Walden University.
.

9. See, for example,, .Morland, op. cit., and DanAld P. Mitchell,

"Let's. Set the Record"Straight:,A Case for Nova Unipyers4yis

External Doctorate in Education," Phi Delta Kappan, !ebruary

`1974, pp. a..7.S27375.
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